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"In just the few short months of partnership, Hello
Media has exceeded my expectations. They excel with
excellent communication and professionalism. They
clearly have a strong sense of current trends, while
understanding the importance of timelessness. I am
very confident in their expertise and it is going to be
exciting to see the synergy happen in the months to
come."

"I am very confident in
their expertise"

– Jillian Price

"This team was amazing to work with! They were excellent communicators, very efficient with their
time, delivered amazing results and helped launch my biz. I couldn’t recommend more! The personal
attention they are able to provide is so valuable, the boutique style business makes you feel valued
and not just like another number or client.

Highly recommend!"

"Makes you feel valued and not just another number or client"

"Tricia and her team at Hello Media have absolutely blown me away with their thoughtful attention to
every brand detail. We recently sat down for a social media account audit and Tricia was so insightful!
She took the time to prepare and really get to know the intricacies of my entire brand and vision
before even sitting down with me. Because of this, our time together in person brought so much value
within just a couple of hours! Using her suggested strategies I've been able to consistently build my
social media presence, attracting an engaged audience and ideal clients. I highly recommend
investing in Hello Media for any and all brand/marketing/social media services offered!"

"Blew me away with their thoughtful attention to every detail"

"I have already recommended Hello Media to friends!"
Tricia and Hello Media has been incredibly helpful!!! They are knowledgeable about social media
trends & data and are experts at creating high quality content. She and her team are also super
friendly and easy to work with!

I have already recommended Hello Media to friends!"



"Hello Media is the best of the best. The Hello Media
team is amazing to work with. They are extremely
professional but also have a very easy going and easy
to communicate with nature. They have transformed
my social media into more than I could imagine!"

"Hello Media is the best
of the best

- Sarah Hamzagic

"Tricia and Hello Media were an absolute pleasure to work with. They show commitment from the
start and really take the time to get to know you and your business personally. I was so impressed with
the dedication that Hello Media showed throughout the entire process working with them. The work
was of high quality and it was clear that a lot of time and effort was put forth. I would highly
recommend Hello Media for all of your digital marketing and social media needs."

"The work was of high quality and it was clear that a lot of time and
effort was put forth"

Hello Media was wonderful to work with and embraced the challenge of managing a (less visual)
service based company on Instagram. From high level strategy to execution HM took initiative over
the entire process. While experimenting and honing our strategy, HM took the time to get to know me
and create content with my unique voice.

Would absolutely recommend Hello Media to anyone looking for professional results growing their
social media following."

"From high level strategy to execution HM took initiative over the
entire process."

"She uses her business as an opportunity to build REAL relationships
with clients, create organic growth for them and bend over backwards
to help them meet their personal and business goals.
"Any time I am at a loss at how I can scale online or am ready to pull my hair out with one more social
media change, Tricia is there and willing to go above and beyond to not only provide solutions, but
educate me as well so I can feel more self reliant in my own business. I can't say enough good about
the value that Tricia and the Hello Media delivers. It's more than just a social media management
business that Tricia runs. She uses her business as an opportunity to build REAL relationships with
clients, create organic growth for them and bend over backwards to help them meet their personal
and business goals. I can't say enough good about this business and the services they provide!"


